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When Abigail Winterâ€™s stepsister sets her up with 1Night Stand, she can't deny she needs a

night away from the constant worry. Her cat rescue A Purrfect Home is in danger of closing, and

sheâ€™s nearly out of options. And, as it turns out, her date, Carlita, is gorgeous with soft curves

that leave Abigail hungry for a taste. A perfect and passionate distraction for the evening.Carlita

Menedez is thrilled when to lay eyes on, Abigail Beautiful, and an animal lover, who more perfect for

a former veterinarian? Her lithe form proves irresistible, and her kisses incredible. Their chemistry

sizzles and when they come together, they find pure bliss in one anotherâ€™s arms.But disaster

steals their night, and A Purrfect Home may already be lost. Will Carlita be the one person who can

help Abigail save everything sheâ€™s worked so hard for?
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Abigail Winters worries she's about to grow whiskers and tail since her life and spare time is

completely devoted to caring and rescuing cats. In a desperate attempt to get Abigail back out

there, sister Jordan signs up Abigail with the 1NightStand agency. Once the agency sends Abigail a



picture of the woman she's about to date for the night- Abigail cannot refuse!Abigail meets Carlita, a

Latin beauty, at a posh bed and breakfast for the night. Treated with presidential status the two

enjoy a delectable meal- in more ways than one. However, as a storm rages outside the night is

threatened.Lesbians + cats... instant one-click for me. The characters are absolutely lovable and the

story is sweet, sexy, and has a happily-ever-after to go along with it. Abigail is a character I loved

instantly; she's caring, giving, and works to make the world a better place by finding furrever homes

for orphan kitties. She even has a caring and lovable dog, Boomer, as a sidekick to her rescue.

Carlita is a woman scorned by unethical business practices and we witness Carlita "find her way"

and choose a new path to start fresh.The intimate scene was extremely well written and full of

descriptive and carnal language. I always enjoy reading this author's hedonistic scenes because

there aren't many like them and she has a writing flavor all her own. The only thing missing in this

story for me was more story! I wanted more and when the last page came up I felt everything was

over too quickly!I highly recommend this to readers of well-written F/F romance and fellow cat

lovers. I read this while of course hanging out with my cats...there's no shame in admitting to a

common stereotype.

This short story is thrilling. The women are admirable, complex, and oh so hot! This is another

delightful addition to the 1Night Stand stories I have read so far. From my minimal research about

one-night stands, the major common element is a Madame Evangeline. Does such an elusive

miracle worker truly exist? Within these glorious stories she does! I certainly recommend this for

magnificent reading pleasure!Abigail Winters is the exhausted sole proprietor of the Purrfect Home,

a kitty rescue and sanctuary running into some hard financial times. Her sister is very concerned

that she is potentially driving herself into an early grave trying to keep her rescue service afloat.

Attempting to introduce a much needed escape for Abigail, her sister has paid for a Madame

Evangeline rescue and relief 1Night Stand. Abigail is not happy and would have rather used the

money for her kitty sanctuary so she plans on dumping the card her sister shoved at her into the

nearest waste basket. Oh my, Abigail really needs to chill out!Carlita Menendez is sort of an ex-con.

She was stripped of her veterinary license because of an embezzlement conviction. That is not the

whole or complete story, but amazingly Carlita wrote a best selling novel while in jail thumbing her

nose at her slimeball partner. Additionally, the slime ball partner's wife owned up to the truth,

clearing Carlita of the wrongful conviction. Carlita is a pip and she is rapidly re-integrating herself

into real society, now that she is no longer in prison. She initiated her own contact with the

mysteriously magical Madame Evangeline. She wanted and needed a good 1Night blast!Abigail



decides to check the link for 1Night and fills out the questionnaire. In what seemed like a blink, she

was linked up to someone, they were in contact, and her date was to happen that night!. Both

women seem transfixed by the photos of each other. I would say that this story's 1Night has begun

on a very positive note. How perfect then that Abigail and Carlita are greeted and taken to the

Lover's Suite. Read and enjoy what happens there. It is certainly thrilling as well as hot, as

orgasmically crackling good sex should be, but the electrifying follow-up complements of the local

weather really tied the knot on this wonderful story and another fascinating and thoroughly satisfying

happy ending. Bravo!NOTE: This book was provided by Decadent Publishing for the purpose of a

review on[...]

It can be really difficult to step out of your comfort zone, but sometimes thatÃ¢Â€Â™s the only way

to move forward.Some people are effortlessly suave and charming when they meet someone new.

Neither Carlita nor Abigail is one of them, though, and the awkwardness between them only

intensifies when theyÃ¢Â€Â™re left alone together in the LoverÃ¢Â€Â™s Suite. Given the

circumstances of their introduction, their first reactions are as believable as they are revealing of

each womanÃ¢Â€Â™s personality.With that being said, I would have liked to see a little more time

for a transition between their initial awkwardness and everything that comes later. This is a minor

criticism, but I did momentarily wonder what was happening during this scene.I really enjoyed the

plot twist that happens later on. It wasnÃ¢Â€Â™t necessarily something I was expecting to see

happen, but once I reread it I picked up on a few clues that Ms. Starke had indeed tucked into

earlier scenes. The events at the end were a big part of what earned this story such a good rating.

ItÃ¢Â€Â™s been added to the list of books IÃ¢Â€Â™d consider recommending to someone who

was brand new to this genre.The chemistry between Carlita and Abigail was picture perfect. A tale

of this length doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t leave a great deal of room to explore the charactersÃ¢Â€Â™

backstories, but I felt like I got to know both of these ladies pretty well based on what was revealed

about their earlier lives. They share so much in common that it was easy to see why the sparks fly

between them so soon.Rescue Me is just what the veterinarian ordered for anyone in the mood for

something short and sexy. Why not give it a try today?originally posted at long and short reviews
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